Just say it and you’re done!

Resolving the biggest challenge For enterprises using CRM - manual
Data Entry. Using TALKSENSE simply replaces reporting with talking,
Giving your organization more real time data and more efficiency.
Installing and deploying TALKSENSE for Salesforce takes a few minutes.

THE PAIN

OUR SOLUTION

The way we communicate at work
(through protocols, documents and forms)
is stuck in the dark ages!

Our easy to use, Salesforce compatible,
hands free app simply makes life easier
for both employees and management in
big enterprise. find the right form and fill it,
submit it to all necessary channels and report
back to you - all at a blink of an eye.

GO-TO-MARKET
OPPORTUNITY

OUR INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY

60% of business data in
big enterprise is lost, due
to corporate bureaucracy
and field force reluctance
to report.

As Covid19 made work from home the new
norm – data loss is becoming more crucial,
in this ever-growing CRM market.
Gartner value the Field Service Management
(FSM) Market at 2.85 billion USD in 2019,
and it is expected to reach 7.10 billion USD
by 2026
Business model - monthly based,
per user / month, SaaS.

ABOUT US

We are a team of seasoned professionals
from both voice and customer support side.
After long successful careers in big enterprise
we have decided to take our expertise to
the next level and create the solution for the
problem we knew was the key to the
industry’s future. Amir, Nir and Michael
all are committed to making work-life
as easy, intuitive and efficient as sending
a voice message.

With TALKSENSE you can
simply say: “what’s my
team’s quarterly sales?”and
we will take care of the rest:

The TALKSENSE solution is easily
implemented into any platform, supporting
various industries, languages and accents,
allowing users to make accurate & reliable
voice reporting.
Unique features:
NLP, Text Enhancement.
Data Privacy by Design (GDPR, CCPA).
Cross Segment / Language / Platform.
Quick Implementation into any app.
On Premise / Online Deployment.
Improved productivity.

WHAT HAVE WE
ACHIEVED SO FAR?
We are currently working on perfecting
TALKSENSE with our existing
paying customers – already using our
voice solution including:
Boheringer Ingelheim (one of the world’s
top 20 Pharma corps), Partner - the largest
OTT provider in Israel, ST engineering - a
global transportation leader, THALES a global leader in transportation ticketing
vending machine, and are excited towards 4
more new up and coming co-operations!

OUR VISION

Outsmarting bureaucracy by getting big enterprises to really talk.
Turning complex reports and tiring forms data entry to all stakeholders to easy
to use as telling your phone to call someone - wherever you are and in real time.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Talk to us: info@talksense.co
WWW.TALKSENSE.CO

